Provided are a method, device, and a display device for switching video source. The method comprises: detecting and finding at least one currently available video source; displaying the video source in a video source list in the form of thumbnails, obtaining a video source selection event, switching to the selected video source from the video source list as the current video source, and displaying said video source. The present invention can at least solve the problems of low switching efficiency and abnormal switching.
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101. at least one video source presently available is detected; the at least one video source is displayed as a list of video sources in forms of thumbnails

102. an event of selecting a video source from the list of video sources is acquired, a present video source is switched to the video source selected from the list of video sources, and the present video source is displayed and played
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METHOD, DEVICE, AND DISPLAY DEVICE FOR SWITCHING VIDEO SOURCE

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the field of videoconference, and in particular to a method and device for video source switching, and a displaying device.

BACKGROUND

Videoconference refers to a communication technology for transmitting audio and video streams through a communication network using television and dedicated equipment, such that conference rooms respectively at two or more places thousands of miles apart may be connected for holding a real-time, bi-directional, interactive visualized conference by way of television. A videoconference system can convey, in real time, an image and a voice of a conference, as well as conference data, charts, and an image of a related object, such that participants at different places may hear and see each other, as if they were in the same conference room. Such a videoconference technology of conveying information such as video, audio, data, etc. using a network may completely replace an on-site conference in effect. Various conferences held by way of videoconference may save a lot of resources and money for conference organizers. In a modern era with developed network communication, videoconference has become an indispensable conference product.

During implementing a technical solution according to an embodiment herein, the inventor of the present disclosure finds technical problems in existing art as follows.

In an existing videoconference system, a user may see, through multiple pictures, images of other online users in a conference, such that videoconference can display images of multiple users attending the conference more clearly in addition to providing closer communication. However, with increasing capacity of accessing video sources, it is rather inconvenient regarding video source switching with existing videoconference. For example, it is inconvenient to perform a real-time switching operation where a menu is set, leading to a low switching efficiency; b. when switching is to be performed among a lot of available video sources, in existing displaying art, the video sources can be displayed only as icons. In this case, the user may not know which video source displays which stream, which will lead to confusion in video source switching, leading to abnormal switching.

SUMMARY

Embodiments herein may provide a method and device for video source switching, and a displaying device, capable of increasing a switching efficiency and reducing abnormal switching.

To this end, a technical solution according to an embodiment herein may be implemented as follows.

A method for video source switching includes:

detecting at least one video source presently available;

displaying the at least one video source as a list of video sources in forms of thumbnails; acquiring an event of selecting a video source from the list of video sources, switching a present video source to the video source selected from the list of video sources, and displaying the present video source.

The at least one video source presently available may be detected by:

detecting the at least one video source input respectively through at least one corresponding video interface. The at least one video source may include at least one of a Video Graphics Array (VGA) input source, a High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) input source, and a Graphical User Interface (GUI) video input source.

The at least one video source may be displayed as a list of video sources in forms of thumbnails by:

acquiring the detected at least one video source and video information corresponding to the at least one video source; generating the thumbnails according to the video information corresponding to the at least one video source, and displaying the list of video sources in forms of the thumbnails.

The thumbnails may be generated according to the video information corresponding to the at least one video source, and the list of video sources may be displayed in forms of the thumbnails by:

in case that the thumbnails are to be generated according to a video stream included in the video information, when a video stream of a video source in the at least one video source is being output normally, generating a thumbnail corresponding to the video source in the at least one video source, and displaying the thumbnail in the list of video sources; when a video stream of a video source in the at least one video source is not being output normally, setting a thumbnail corresponding to the video source in the at least one video source as an icon illustrating content of the video source, and displaying the thumbnail in the list of video sources.

The event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources may be acquired, the present video source may be switched to the video source selected from the list of video sources, and then displayed, by:

acquiring the event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources by clicking on a thumbnail corresponding to the video source, switching the present video source to the selected video source, and displaying the present video source in a video picture of a present participant;

or,

acquiring the event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources by dragging a thumbnail corresponding to the video source, switching the present video source to the selected video source, and displaying the present video source in a video picture of a present participant.

A device for video source switching is located in an electronic displaying equipment. The electronic displaying equipment may include a display screen of a touch type or a non-touch type. The device for video source switching may include:

a detecting module configured for: detecting at least one video source presently available;

a displaying module configured for: receiving the at least one video source reported by the detecting module, displaying the at least one video source as a list of video sources in forms of thumbnails; acquiring an event of selecting a video source from the list of video sources, switching a present video source to the video source selected from the list of video sources, and displaying the present video source.

In processing, the detecting module and the displaying module may be implemented using a Central Processing Unit (CPU), a Digital Signal Processor (DSP), or a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA).

The detecting module may be further configured for: detecting the at least one video source input respectively
through at least one corresponding video interface. The at least one video source may include at least one of a Video Graphics Array (VGA) input source, a High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) input source, and a Graphical User Interface (GUI) video input source.

The displaying module may further include a first displaying sub-module.

The first displaying sub-module may be configured for: acquiring the detected at least one video source and video information corresponding to the at least one video source; generating the thumbnails according to the video information corresponding to the at least one video source, and displaying the list of video sources in forms of the thumbnails.

The displaying module may further include a second displaying sub-module.

The second displaying sub-module may be configured for: acquiring the event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources by dragging a thumbnail corresponding to the video source, switching the present video source to the selected video source, and displaying the present video source in a video picture of a present participant.

The list of video sources may be displayed at any location in the display screen, adjacent to the displayed present video source.

According to an embodiment herein, at least one video source presently available is detected; the at least one video source is displayed as a list of video sources in forms of thumbnails; an event of selecting a video source from the list of video sources is acquired, a present video source is switched to the video source selected from the list of video sources, and the present video source is displayed and played. With an embodiment herein, video sources are displayed as a list of video sources in forms of thumbnails, providing a dynamic displaying mode, facilitating selection by a user, such that a video source selected from the list of video sources is switched as the present video source which is then displayed, thus increasing a switching efficiency and avoiding abnormal switching.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for video source switching according to an embodiment herein.

FIG. 2 is a diagram of a structure of a device for video source switching according to an embodiment herein.

FIG. 3 is a diagram of a structure of a displaying device according to an embodiment herein.

FIG. 4 is a diagram of a displaying interface of a displaying device according to an embodiment herein.

FIG. 5 is a diagram of displaying 2 participants in dynamic video source switching according to an embodiment herein.

FIG. 6 is a diagram of displaying 3 participants in dynamic video source switching according to an embodiment herein.

FIG. 7 is a diagram of displaying 4 participants in dynamic video source switching according to an embodiment herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Implementation of a technical solution herein is further elaborated below with reference to the drawings.

A method for video source switching according to an embodiment herein, as shown in FIG. 1, includes steps as follows.

In step 101, at least one video source presently available is detected; the at least one video source is displayed as a list of video sources in forms of thumbnails.

In step 102, an event of selecting a video source from the list of video sources is acquired, a present video source is switched to the video source selected from the list of video sources, and the present video source is displayed and played.

For the embodiment consisting of the steps 101-102, in step 101, the at least one video source presently available may be detected by:

detecting the at least one video source input respectively through at least one corresponding video interface. The at least one video source may include at least one of a Video Graphics Array (VGA) input source, a High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) input source, and a Graphical User Interface (GUI) video input source.
For the embodiment consisting of the steps 101-102, in step 101, the at least one video source may be displayed as a list of video sources in forms of thumbnails by:

- acquiring the detected at least one video source and video information corresponding to the at least one video source;
- generating the thumbnails according to the video information corresponding to the at least one video source; and
- displaying the list of video sources in forms of the thumbnails.

The thumbnails may be generated according to the video information corresponding to the at least one video source, and the list of video sources may be displayed in forms of the thumbnails as follows.

In case that the thumbnails are to be generated according to a video stream included in the video information, when a video stream of a video source in the at least one video source is being output normally, a thumbnail corresponding to the video source in the at least one video source may be generated and then displayed in the list of video sources; when a video stream of a video source in the at least one video source is not being output normally, a thumbnail corresponding to the video source in the at least one video source may be set as an icon illustrating content of the video source, and then the thumbnail may be displayed in the list of video sources. That is to say, when a video stream of a video source is not being output normally, no thumbnail corresponding to the video source may be generated and displayed according to the video stream. In this case, the icon illustrating the content of the video source may just be displayed in the list of video sources.

For the embodiment consisting of the steps 101-102, in step 102, the event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources may be acquired, the present video source may be switched to the video source selected from the list of video sources, and the present video source may then be displayed, as follows. The event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources by clicking on a thumbnail corresponding to the video source may be acquired, the present video source may be switched to the selected video source, and then the present video source may be displayed in a video picture of a present participant. Alternatively, The event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources by dragging a thumbnail corresponding to the video source may be acquired, the present video source may be switched to the selected video source, and then the present video source may be displayed in a video picture of a present participant.

A device for video source switching according to an embodiment herein is located in an electronic displaying equipment. The electronic displaying equipment may include a display screen of a touch type or a non-touch type. As shown in FIG. 2, the device for video source switching includes a detecting module 11 and a displaying module 12.

The detecting module 11 may be configured for: detecting at least one video source presently available. The displaying module 12 may be configured for: receiving the at least one video source reported by the detecting module, displaying the at least one video source as a list of video sources in forms of thumbnails; acquiring an event of selecting a video source from the list of video sources, switching a present video source to the video source selected from the list of video sources, and displaying the present video source.

For the embodiment consisting of the detecting module 11 and the displaying module 12, the detecting module 11 may be configured for: detecting the at least one video source input respectively through at least one corresponding video interface. The at least one video source may include at least one of a Video Graphics Array (VGA) input source, a High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) input source, and a Graphical User Interface (GUI) video input source.

For the embodiment consisting of the detecting module 11 and the displaying module 12, the displaying module 12 may include a first displaying sub-module. The first displaying sub-module may be configured for: acquiring the detected at least one video source and video information corresponding to the at least one video source; generating the thumbnails according to the video information corresponding to the at least one video source, and displaying the list of video sources in forms of the thumbnails. The first displaying sub-module may be the display 22 for displaying the list of video sources in FIG. 3.

For the embodiment consisting of the detecting module 11 and the displaying module 12, the displaying module 12 may include a second displaying sub-module. The second displaying sub-module may be configured for: acquiring the event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources by clicking on a thumbnail corresponding to the video source, switching the present video source to the selected video source, and displaying the present video source in a video picture of a present participant; or, acquiring the event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources by dragging a thumbnail corresponding to the video source, switching the present video source to the selected video source, and displaying the present video source in a video picture of a present participant. The second displaying sub-module may be the display 21 for displaying a video of a participant of a video conference in FIG. 3.

A displaying device according to an embodiment herein includes a display screen of a touch type or a non-touch type. The displaying device includes a display configured for: displaying acquired at least one video source as a list of video sources in forms of thumbnails; acquiring an event of selecting a video source from the list of video sources, switching a present video source to the video source selected from the list of video sources, and displaying the present video source.

For the display according to the embodiment herein, the display may include a first displaying unit. The first displaying unit may be configured for: acquiring the detected at least one video source and video information corresponding to the at least one video source; generating the thumbnails according to the video information corresponding to the at least one video source, and displaying the list of video sources in forms of the thumbnails. As shown in FIG. 3, the first displaying unit may be the display 22 for displaying the list of video sources.

For the display according to the embodiment herein, the first displaying unit may be configured for: in case that the thumbnails are to be generated according to a video stream included in the video information, when a video stream of a video source in the at least one video source is being output normally, generating a thumbnail corresponding to the video source in the at least one video source, and displaying the thumbnail in the list of video sources; when a video stream of a video source in the at least one video source is not being output normally, setting a thumbnail corresponding to the video source in the at least one video source as an icon illustrating content of the video source, and displaying the thumbnail in the list of video sources.

For the display according to the embodiment herein, the display may include a second displaying unit. The second displaying unit may be configured for: acquiring the event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources by clicking on a thumbnail corresponding to the video source,
switching the present video source to the selected video source, and displaying the present video source in a video picture of a present participant; or, acquiring the event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources by dragging a thumbnail corresponding to the video source, switching the present video source to the selected video source, and displaying the present video source in a video picture of a present participant. As shown in FIG. 3, the second displaying unit may be the display 21 for displaying a video of a participant.

For the display according to the embodiment herein, the list of video sources may be displayed at any location in the display screen, adjacent to the displayed present video source.

The displayed present video source may be a video picture of a participant. The list of video sources may be displayed on the right side of the display screen, adjacent to the video picture of the participant. Note that the list of video sources may be displayed anywhere in the screen (such as on the right side of the screen in FIG. 4). When a video source is normal, a thumbnail of the video may serve as the icon of the video source. Otherwise, only an icon expressing information on the video source is displayed.

Embodiments herein are further explained below with examples.

With the solution according to an embodiment herein, which may apply to the field of videoconference during selecting a mode of displaying multiple conference pictures, a video source presently available can be found automatically, and be displayed as a thumbnail beside the pictures (which is dynamic displaying, in contrast to the existing mode of displaying an icon), implementing dynamic video source switching. In this case, the video source of a picture presently being displayed may be changed by operations including a clicking operation or a dragging operation.

Dynamic video source switching may be implemented by a number of modules, as shown in FIG. 2, including a detecting module 11 and a displaying module 12. The detecting module 11 may: acquire a video source being input to a present terminal, such as a video VGA input source, an HDMI input source, a GUI video input source, etc., and acquire video content corresponding to the video source. Upon detecting a new video source being input, a present list of video sources is updated timely, and reported to the displaying module 12. The displaying module 12 may receive the present list of video sources reported and video information corresponding to a video source thereof. Such information may include but is not limited to: a video format, a resolution, a video stream, etc.

The displaying module 12 may consist of two displaying functions. One function is for displaying the list of video sources. When a stream of a video source turns out to be normal, the stream will be displayed as a thumbnail in the list of video sources. Otherwise when the stream is abnormal, only an icon capable of illustrating content of the video source is displayed. The other function is for displaying video of a participant of the video conference.

Advantages with embodiments herein are as follows. A terminal may be connected to a lot of video sources, such as a mobile camera, VGA 1, HDMI 1, VGA 2, HDMI 2, and the like. When so many video sources are displayed in the list of video sources merely in existing forms of icons, a user may confuse one video source with another, and tend to make an error in video source switching, leading to abnormal switching. With an embodiment herein, video sources are shown as thumbnails, which provides a dynamic video source switching solution, where the user may see what he or she will get, greatly facilitating user operation. That is to say, on one hand, video sources detected by a terminal may be displayed beside the picture(s) as a list of video sources in forms of thumbnails, facilitating real-time video source switching; on the other hand, in the list of video sources displayed, when a video source has a video stream, the video source will be displayed as a thumbnail of the video. When there are a lot of video sources available to the terminal, the thumbnail form provides the user a clear view of available video sources at a glance, such that the user sees what he or she will actually get.

Scenes to which embodiments herein apply are explained with examples below.

Application example: a scene of selecting a mode of displaying multiple conference pictures in the field of videoconference.

A displaying interface acquired by the displaying device in the example is the picture as shown in FIG. 4. During selecting the mode of displaying multiple conference pictures, a video source presently available can be found automatically, such as the list of video sources formed by video sources 1, 2, . . . , N. In addition, the video sources are displayed as thumbnails on the right side of the picture of an image of a video of a participant. In other scenes, the list of video sources may be displayed anywhere in the displaying interface of the displaying device, such as above, below, or on the right side of the picture of the image of the video of the participant. Video sources are displayed as thumbnails, providing a dynamic displaying effect, in contrast to the existing mode of displaying a static icon. By thumbnail displaying, the picture of an image of a video corresponding to a stream section currently being played, such as a stream section at 10% of the video stream, may be seen. With thumbnail displaying according to the example, in case there are a lot of video sources, visual pictures of video images are provided, and a user not only may differentiate videos from each other, but also may know the part of a present video that is being played, facilitating searching, such that the user may decide, according to a result of the video source searching, whether to switch to another video source or continue playing the present video source, avoiding abnormal video source switching. In the existing mode of displaying a list in the form of icons, one may know only know that there are a number of video sources, while it is difficult to perform differentiation and search, such that it is hard for the user to make a switching decision, leading to frequent switching abnormalities, such as switching away from a video that should be played, or switching to a video that is not intended to be played. In a scene of videoconference with multiple conference, such a mistake may leave a bad impression, or may even lead to interruption of the conference.

Displaying video sources as thumbnails on the right side of the picture of an image of a video of a participant meets a habit of daily operation, as people generally operate with their right hands. With video sources displayed as thumbnails on the right side, it is convenient for a user to select a video source by dragging and dropping the video source to the picture of the video image of a participant to display the video source, to change the video source of the picture. However, again, thumbnails of video sources may be displayed anywhere on the screen in addition to being displayed on the right side, as many people are left-handed and generally operate with their left hands. Video sources displayed as thumbnails on the left side may facilitate selecting, by a left-handed user, a video source by dragging and dropping the video source to the picture of the video image of a participant to display the video source.
Depending on a number of participants and a demand for displaying pictures, there may be multiple layout combinations for the output controlling displaying interface of the displaying device, such as layout combinations in FIG. 5-FIG. 7. An actual operation is not limited to such combinations. Pre-setting may be performed according to the demand, and the displaying device or the displaying module of the device for video source switching may control outputting a displaying interface according to a pre-set value.

FIG. 5 is a diagram of displaying 2 participants in dynamic video source switching according to an embodiment herein. The displaying interface may include: the list of video sources formed by video sources 1, 2, ..., N. In addition, the video sources are displayed as thumbnails on the right side of the picture of an image of a video of a participant. The displaying interface may further include the picture of video images of 2 participants.

FIG. 6 is a diagram of displaying 3 participants in dynamic video source switching according to an embodiment herein. The displaying interface may include: the list of video sources formed by video sources 1, 2, ..., N. In addition, the video sources are displayed as thumbnails to the right side of the picture of video images of the participants. The displaying interface may further include the picture of video images of 3 participants.

FIG. 7 is a diagram of displaying 4 participants in dynamic video source switching according to an embodiment herein. The displaying interface may include: the list of video sources formed by video sources 1, 2, ..., N. In addition, the video sources are displayed as thumbnails to the right side of the picture of video images of the participants. The displaying interface may further include the picture of video images of 4 participants.

For the different numbers of participants in FIG. 5-FIG. 7, in displaying with the entire screen, a video source may be changed through the list of video sources displayed to the right to implement video source switching. A video source may be changed by way of, but not limited to, clicking, dragging, etc. By double-clicking on a video in the list of video sources displayed to the right, the video may be switched into the picture of the video images of the participants. Alternatively, by dragging, a dragged video may be switched into the picture of the video images of the participants.

When a video source is displayed normally, the thumbnail of the video may be set as an icon in the list of video sources. When a video source is displayed abnormally, such as when the video is being buffered, the video cannot be played even when it is switched into the picture of the video images of the participants. In this case, instead of displaying the video thumbnail, only an icon capable of expressing information on the video source is displayed.

What described are merely embodiments herein, and are not intended to limit the scope of the present disclosure.

**INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY**

According to an embodiment herein, at least one video source presently available is detected; the at least one video source is displayed as a list of video sources in forms of thumbnails; an event of selecting a video source from the list of video sources is acquired, a present video source is switched to the video source selected from the list of video sources, and the present video source is displayed and played. With an embodiment herein, video sources are displayed as a list of video sources in forms of thumbnails, providing a dynamic displaying mode, facilitating selection by a user, such that a video source selected from the list of video sources is switched as the present video source which is then displayed, thus increasing a switching efficiency and avoiding abnormal switching.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method for video source switching, the method comprising:
detecting at least one video source presently available;
displaying the at least one video source as a list of video sources in forms of thumbnails;
acquiring an event of selecting a video source from the list of video sources,
switching a present video source to the video source selected from the list of video sources, and displaying the present video source,
wherein the displaying the at least one video source as a list of video sources in forms of thumbnails comprises:
acquiring the detected at least one video source and video information corresponding to the at least one video source;
generating the thumbnails according to the video information corresponding to the at least one video source, and
displaying the list of video sources in forms of the thumbnails,
wherein the video information corresponding to the at least one video source comprises a video format, a resolution, and a video stream of each video source in the at least one video source,
wherein the generating the thumbnails according to the video information corresponding to the at least one video source comprises:
when a video stream of a video source in the at least one video source is being output normally, generating, according to the video stream of the video source, a thumbnail corresponding to the video source that displays an image of the video corresponding to a stream section currently being played; when a video stream of a video source in the at least one video source is not being output normally, setting a thumbnail corresponding to the video source as an icon expressing information on the video source.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the detecting at least one video source presently available comprises:
detecting the at least one video source input respectively through at least one corresponding video interface, the at least one video source comprising at least one of a Video Graphics Array (VGA) input source, a High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) input source, and a Graphical User Interface (GUI) video input source.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the acquiring an event of selecting a video source from the list of video sources, switching a present video source to the video source selected from the list of video sources, and displaying the present video source comprises:
acquiring the event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources by clicking on a thumbnail corresponding to the video source, switching the present video source to the selected video source, and displaying the present video source in a video picture of a present participant;
or,
acquiring the event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources by dragging a thumbnail corresponding to the video source, switching the present video source to the selected video source, and displaying the present video source in a video picture of a present participant.
4. A device for video source switching, the device being located in an electronic display equipment, the electronic display equipment comprising a display screen of a touch type or a non-touch type, the device comprising:

a detecting module configured for: detecting at least one video source presently available;

a displaying module configured for: receiving the at least one video source reported by the detecting module, displaying the at least one video source as a list of video sources in forms of thumbnails; acquiring an event of selecting a video source from the list of video sources, switching a present video source to the video source selected from the list of video sources, and displaying the present video source, wherein the display comprises a first displaying unit configured for:

acquiring the detected at least one video source and video information corresponding to the at least one video source; generating the thumbnails according to the video information corresponding to the at least one video source, and displaying the list of video sources in forms of the thumbnails,

wherein the video information corresponding to the at least one video source comprises a video format, a resolution, and a video stream of each video source in the at least one video source, wherein the first displaying sub-module is configured for generating the thumbnails according to the video information corresponding to the at least one video source by:

when a video stream of a video source in the at least one video source is being output normally, generating, according to the video stream of the video source, a thumbnail corresponding to the video source that displays an image of the video corresponding to a stream section currently being played; when a video stream of a video source in the at least one video source is not being output normally, setting a thumbnail corresponding to the video source as an icon expressing information on the video source.

5. The device according to claim 4, wherein the detecting module is further configured for: detecting the at least one video source input respectively through at least one corresponding video interface, the at least one video source comprising at least one of a Video Graphics Array (VGA) input source, a High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) input source, and a Graphical User Interface (GUI) video input source.

6. The device according to claim 4, wherein the displaying module further comprises a second displaying sub-module configured for:

acquiring the event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources by clicking on a thumbnail corresponding to the video source, switching the present video source to the selected video source, and displaying the present video source in a video picture of a present participant; or, acquiring the event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources by dragging a thumbnail corresponding to the video source, switching the present video source to the selected video source, and displaying the present video source in a video picture of a present participant.

7. A displaying device, the displaying device comprising a display screen of a touch type or a non-touch type, the displaying device comprising:

a display configured for: displaying acquired at least one video source as a list of video sources in forms of thumbnails; acquiring an event of selecting a video source from the list of video sources, switching a present video source to the video source selected from the list of video sources, and displaying the present video source, wherein the display comprises a first displaying unit configured for:

acquiring the detected at least one video source and video information corresponding to the at least one video source; generating the thumbnails according to the video information corresponding to the at least one video source, and displaying the list of video sources in forms of the thumbnails,

wherein the video information corresponding to the at least one video source comprises a video format, a resolution, and a video stream of each video source in the at least one video source, wherein the first displaying unit is further configured for:

when a video stream of a video source in the at least one video source is being output normally, generating, according to the video stream of the video source, a thumbnail corresponding to the video source that displays an image of the video corresponding to a stream section currently being played; when a video stream of a video source in the at least one video source is not being output normally, setting a thumbnail corresponding to the video source as an icon expressing information on the video source.

8. The device according to claim 7, wherein the display comprises a second displaying unit configured for:

acquiring the event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources by clicking on a thumbnail corresponding to the video source, switching the present video source to the selected video source, and displaying the present video source in a video picture of a present participant.

9. The device according to claim 7, wherein the list of video sources is displayed at any location in the display screen, adjacent to the displayed present video source.

10. The method according to claim 2, wherein the acquiring an event of selecting a video source from the list of video sources, switching a present video source to the video source selected from the list of video sources, and displaying the present video source comprises:

acquiring the event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources by clicking on a thumbnail corresponding to the video source, switching the present video source to the selected video source, and displaying the present video source in a video picture of a present participant; or,

acquiring the event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources by dragging a thumbnail corresponding to the video source, switching the present video source to the selected video source, and displaying the present video source in a video picture of a present participant.

11. The device according to claim 5, wherein the displaying module further comprises a second displaying sub-module configured for:

acquiring the event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources by clicking on a thumbnail corre-
sponding to the video source, switching the present video source to the selected video source, and displaying the present video source in a video picture of a present participant; or, acquiring the event of selecting the video source from the list of video sources by dragging a thumbnail corresponding to the video source, switching the present video source to the selected video source, and displaying the present video source in a video picture of a present participant.